Somatic hypermutation generates a myriad of Ab mutants in Ag-specific B cells, from which high-affinity mutants are selected. Chickens, sheep, and rabbits use nontemplated point mutations and templated mutations via gene conversion to diversify their expressed Ig loci, whereas mice and humans rely solely on untemplated somatic point mutations. In this study, we demonstrate that, in addition to untemplated point mutations, templated mutagenesis readily occurs at the murine and human Ig loci. We provide two distinct lines of evidence that are not explained by the Neuberger model of somatic hypermutation: 1) across multiple data sets there is significant linkage disequilibrium between individual mutations, especially among close mutations, and 2) among those mutations, those <8 bp apart are significantly more likely to match microhomologous regions in the IgHV repertoire than predicted by the mutation profiles of somatic hypermutation. Together, this supports the role of templated mutagenesis during somatic diversification of Ag-activated B cells.
T he ability of the humoral immune system to respond with high-affinity to a vast assortment of Ags is critically dependent on the linked processes of somatic hypermutation and affinity-driven selection. The former generates somatically mutated Ab substrates, from which clones with higher affinity than their peers can be selected to undergo further somatic mutation. This process repeats itself until there is an emergence of a highaffinity clone specific for an Ag.
Evolutionarily, this strategy of somatic diversification and selection emerged ∼500 million years ago in vertebrates (1) . In these earliest humoral responses, diversification occurred using a combination of a cytidine deaminase in tandem with gene conversion (2) . Gene conversion is a mechanism of DNA repair wherein a highly homologous sequence is used as a template to repair a damaged region, resulting in the copying of the template sequence into the damaged region. Further along the vertebrate evolutionary tree, the strategy of using a cytidine deaminase to generate diversity is preserved throughout Mammalia (mammals) and Aves (birds). Chickens are known to rely heavily on activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) and gene conversion. Conversely, mammals are canonically split, with animals such as rabbits (3), cattle (4) , and sheep (5) being known to use gene conversion, whereas mice and humans are thought to primarily rely on AID and other nontemplated mutations generated from downstream processing of AID activity (6) .
In this study, we present evidence that somatic hypermutation in murine and human B cells uses a gene conversion-like mechanism, referred to hereafter as templated mutagenesis, to generate somatic variants. We observe templated mutagenesis in murine germinal center B cells as well as in terminally differentiated plasma cells. This observation is shared in human IgM + /IgG + /IgA + CD138 + plasmablasts. We also observe linkage disequilibrium (LD) between mutations that is inversely related to genetic distance between those mutations at lengths ,100 bp. Templated mutagenesis uses donors from variable segments 59 to the rearranged VDJ in both mice and humans as well as from those on the other allele. Last, we find that non-Ig sequences, placed at the IgH locus by transgenes in mice and insertions in humans, mutate such that they share microhomology with tracts from the IgHV repertoire. Taken together, our studies demonstrate a role for templated mutagenesis during somatic hypermutation of murine and human B cells.
Materials and Methods
Reagents and resources are listed in Table I .
Experimental model and subject details
Mice. C57BL/6 mice and CB6F1/J (C57BL/6 3 BALB/cJ F1 hybrid) mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. All mice were maintained in a specific pathogen-free facility in accordance with the institutional guidelines of the Animal Care and Use Committee at Emory University.
Method details
Immunizations. Cohorts of female C57BL/6 or CB6F1/J mice were immunized i.p. with 50 mg hydroxyl-3-nitrophenylacetyl-chicken-g-globulin (NP 22 CGG) (Biosearch Technologies) with 50 ml alum in PBS for a total volume of 200 ml. Spleens and/or bone marrow were collected at time points described postimmunization. were sorted from peripheral blood of a healthy donor. Lysates were amplified and sequenced as previously reported (7, 8) . Raw sequence data were then analyzed for mutations using The International ImMunogeneTics Information System HighV-QUEST (IMGT.org) (9) . Descriptive statistics for the sequence data can be found in Supplemental Table I . LD plots. Plots of LD between mutations were generated either with a custom Python script, titled LD analysis, or a MATLAB implementation of the correlation-based tests described in Zaykin et al. (10) .
The Python script, LD analysis, identifies major and minor alleles of polymorphic (mutated) sites from sequences grouped by IgHV gene usage. Only biallelic sites were considered. Major alleles are defined as those that are most common for a given site. Minor alleles are defined as the second most frequent alleles that also occur at frequency of $10% of observed sequences. From the pool of alleles for each position, haplotypes are generated. A x 2 value is calculated for each haplotype and is subsequently used to generate a squared correlation coefficient (r 2 ) value that is reported for each haplotype in each LD plot.
The correlation-based tests were used for data sets in which the restriction of data analysis to only biallelic sites was prohibitive with respect to number of haplotypes observed. In these cases, we report the maximum r 2 for a given haplotype pair. Data presented are summed from all observed IgHV genes in each experiment unless otherwise stated. PolyMotifFinder and RandomCheck. To identify the number of potential templated mutagenesis events that could have contributed to observed somatic mutations, we generated a script with three objectives: 1) to identify mutations in sequences, 2) create motifs that include the mutated site, and 3) query this against the reference sequences. PolyMotifFinder is a script developed in MATLAB (v.R2017b) for the purpose of identifying k-mer matches between raw sequence and reference sequence datasets and studying their distribution and frequency (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). As inputs, PolyMotifFinder uses FASTA formatted files of the raw sequence data, an alignment of the raw sequence data to the germline sequence, and a series of unaligned reference sequences, in this case generated from the International ImMunoGeneTics (IMGT) database (9) . The script first identifies the positions where the aligned raw sequence and germline sequence exhibit mismatches, which are stored as a matrix of mutation positions. Next, the script identifies k-mer substrings from the unaligned raw sequence that incorporate two or more polymorphic positions that do not match the unaligned IMGT germline sequence (i.e., they are mutations). Pulling the k-mers from unaligned sequences prevents gaps from indicating false mismatch polymorphisms when comparing with the IMGT sequences. The k-mer substrings are then queried against the IMGT reference sequences, and if there is a matching IMGT reference sequence, the k-mer's coordinates are annotated in a matrix to indicate the length of the match. This matrix is compared with the matrix of mutation positions for each respective sequence. We tally the number of mutation positions that have a corresponding k-mer match and divide that by the number of mutations for a gene conversion-coverage value for each sequence. This value is used below in tandem with the RandomCheck script.
The MATLAB script RandomCheck was developed to produce a baseline for motif matching to compare the gene conversion-coverage results of PolyMotifFinder against. As input, the script takes the same data set as a PolyMotifFinder run. It identifies two or more mutations within one k-mer and randomizes the mutations, either keeping the polymorphism the same or changing it to another nongermline base. The randomization process is done such that it conforms to the bp substitution profiles extensively reported to be characteristic of somatic hypermutation (Figs. 3G, 4B ) and is based on data reported from Longo et al. (11) (human) and Maul et al. (12) (mice) . For example, to analyze a murine data set, a T→A mutation at position 50 of a given sequence is given a 27.8% chance of remaining a T→A mutation, a 55.6% chance to change to a T→C mutation, and a 16.7% chance to change to a T→G mutation. This new sequence is run through the same process as PolyMotifFinder, identifying how often the motifs match with somatic hypermutation-modeled combinations at the same positions as a real dataset. The gene conversion coverage for each of these sequences is calculated and stored. This process is repeated with new somatic hypermutation-modeled mutations 100 or 1000 times with the same k for direct comparison of results to the associated PolyMotifFinder run. For each sequence, the PolyMotifFinder gene conversion coverage is compared with the respective sequence's gene conversion coverage based on somatic hypermutation modeling, generating a Z score.
Quantification and statistical analysis
LD analyses used for IgM plasma cells were conducted using correlationbased tests described in Zaykin et al. (10) . Nucleotide positions that correspond to a putative gene conversion event were identified and used to calculate an r 2 value between all nucleotide positions that belong to a candidate gene conversion tract. For example, in Fig. 1A 
where Z s is the Stouffer Z value, n is the number of Z scores in the analysis, and i is the ith Z score out of a total of n Z scores. Unaltered somatically mutated sequences were used to identify gene conversion coverage and were compared with each sequence's respective population of gene conversion coverage of altered somatically mutated sequences generated by RandomCheck. Altered sequences had the identity of mutations changed to any nucleotide that was not germline but retained the mutations in their respective positions for each sequence as described above. Gene conversion-coverage populations of altered sequences were determined for 100 or 1000 iterations of mutation changes. The mean and SD of each altered gene conversion-coverage population was used to compute a Z score for the respective unaltered gene conversion coverage for that sequence. Stouffer Z method of meta-analysis was used to determine whether the gene conversion coverage of the sequence sets is significantly different from that of modeled somatic hypermutation. Stouffer Z was combined between IgHVs of murine or human datasets via a weighted Stouffer Z trend, defined as
where Z T is Stouffer Z trend, n is the number of Stouffer Z scores used in the analysis, w is the weight of each Stouffer Z score (defined as the number of Z scores for the corresponding Stouffer Z divided by the total number of Z scores across all Stouffer Z scores used in the analysis), and S is the Sth Stouffer Z score out of the maximum of n (13). Calculation of Stouffer Z trend allows us to test whether there is an effect across different IgHV datasets and is weighted according to the number of Z scores generated for each IgHV.
Data availability
Sequences used in this study are deposited under Sequence Read Archive accession number PRJNA551000 and Gene Expression Omnibus accession number GSE80405 and can be found at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ bioproject/PRJNA551000/ and https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/ acc.cgi?acc=GSE80405, respectively.
Results

Templated mutations occur in murine IgM + plasma cells
We have recently demonstrated the existence of Ag-specific, longlived, somatically mutated IgM plasma cells that have a high ratio of framework (FRW) mutations to that of the CDR mutations (7) . It is widely held that FRW mutations are selected against because they are likely to disrupt the architecture of the Ab.
Based on the current model of mutagenesis by point mutations, it is expected that FRW mutations occur more frequently than those in the CDRs and that these deleterious mutations are quickly selected against (14, 15) . We posit that the FRW mutations in IgM plasma cells were nondeleterious and introduced via templated mutagenesis from other IgH FRW presumably through a gene conversion-like mechanism. To determine whether somatic mutation we observed in IgM + plasma cells was consistent with gene conversion, we i.p. immunized cohorts of mice with 50 mg of NP 22 CGG. We have previously shown these mutations to be dependent on the enzyme AID (7), which is critical to both somatic hypermutation and gene conversion (16, 17) . These mutations also result in the expected ∼2:1 ratio of transitions and transversions, which is characteristic of somatic hypermutation (7) . As previously reported, we observe a high frequency of replacement mutations in the FRW region of IgM plasma cells as compared with those in the CDRs (Fig. 1A) . Further analysis of the ratio of replacement mutations to silent mutations in CDRs and FRWs revealed an enrichment of replacement mutations in FRW regions 2 and 3 (Fig. 1B) .
We next aligned somatically mutated IgHV 1-72 (V186.2) sequences, which canonically encode Abs specific to the NP hapten (18) (19) (20) (Fig. 1D ). Together, both tracts accounted for 25% of the mutation load observed in IgHV 1-72 (Fig. 1E) . Surprisingly, these tracts were observed in different clones within individuals and in different animals, strongly suggesting either concerted selective pressure in the germinal center or templated mutagenesis.
To examine whether these tracts were the result of selective pressure within the germinal center microenvironment, we analyzed LD between silent and replacement mutations. LD is a measure that is used in genetics to test whether mutations are inherited together. In tracts from IgHV 1-53 (A. . .A. . .G), the first is a replacement mutation, whereas the second and third are silent. As silent mutations are not selected for within the germinal center, it would follow that associations between silent mutations or between silent and replacement mutations would not be expected. An LD analysis found significant associations between silent mutations in tracts donated from IgHV1-53 (p , 0.001). Additionally, the LD was significant between the replacement mutation and both silent sites in the A. . .A. . .G tract from IgHV 1-53 (p , 0.001). All mutations analyzed in tracts donated by IgHV1-55 (A. . .AAC. . .A) were replacement mutations and, therefore, could only be analyzed for LD between replacements. However, analysis did reveal significant associations between the set of replacement mutations (p , 0.001). Taken together, these data suggest that IgM+ plasma cells do undergo somatic mutation consistent with templated mutagenesis.
Although unlikely, it is formally possible that the mutations could be due to PCR on bulk B cell population (21) . To rule this out, we analyzed the IgHV 1-72 sequences as reported by Tas et al. (22) who sequenced-sorted single cells. We found that these single-cell-derived IgHV 1-72 sequences possessed the replacement "A" and silent "A" mutations of the IgHV 1-53 tract in two distinct clones (Fig. 1F) . We also observed a multitude of clusters of mutations that share regions of various microhomology with other IgHV genes as opposed to the macrohomology observed between the IgHV 1-72 sequence and the germline IgHV 1-55 and -53 donors.
To further validate this, we sorted single plasma cells into 96-well plates and carried out PCR amplification for the gene rearrangements from Ig H chains and L chains. We obtained a total of 489 IgHV sequences but did not find any IgHV 1-72 sequences (n = 6) with the IgHV 1-55 or IgHV 1-53 mutation tract in this limited cohort of IgHV 1-72 sequences. However, we did obtain somatically mutated IgHV 1-53 sequences as well as somatically mutated IgKV sequences (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). As observed in our analysis of the sequences reported in Tas et al. (22) we found that clusters of mutations shared microhomology with germline IgHV and IgKV genes. As we find regions of microhomology accounting for mutations in both data sets, this suggests that the mutations observed in IgM plasma cells is not because of bulk PCR error. In addition, this suggests that clusters of mutations may be due to templated mutagenesis.
Templated mutations occur in murine germinal center B cells
IgM plasma cells appeared to have mutations consistent with templated mutagenesis, but we reasoned that tracts would be difficult to identify in IgG plasma cells because they accrue a high mutation burden. Hence, we analyzed developing (day 12) germinal center B cells, as they have just begun to initiate somatic mutation. As hypothesized, we observed long (9-68 bp) tracts from IgHV genes 1-55 and 1-53 in each of the three mice in both IgM + or IgG + germinal center B cells ( Fig. 2A, 2B ). We also observed the expected profile of somatic hypermutation, with transition mutations occurring twice as frequently than transversion mutations (Fig. 2C, 2D ). Long-templated tracts of mutations occurred more frequently and accounted for more mutations in IgM germinal center B cells than in those that have switched to IgG (Fig. 2E-G) . To ensure that this pattern of mutation was not limited to the NPCGG response, we also analyzed Peyer patch germinal center B cells, which respond to gut flora Ags (Fig. 1G) , and identified tracts demonstrating that templated mutagenesis is not restricted to the hapten-carrier model.
It is possible that the clusters of mutations could have been introduced as independent point mutations as opposed to tracts. To distinguish between the two, we analyzed LD of IgHV 1-72 sequences from IgM + and IgG + germinal center B cells from day 12 along with all mutated sequences (n = 11,456) from day 10, 12, and 14 NPCGG-induced splenic germinal centers. The data for all IgHV genes were then plotted as a function of distance between mutations (Fig. 2H-J) . Strikingly, we find high levels of linkage at lengths ,50 bp with multiple instances of complete linkage at these lengths as measured by the correlation coefficient r The Journal of Immunologyinfluenza hemagglutinin (rHA). Ig sequences from rPA at day 8 and day 16, as well as rHA at day 16, demonstrated the same LD phenomenon, suggesting that increasing LD at lengths ,100 bp was independent of the type of Ag used (Fig. 2K-M) . We also analyzed the CGG-specific sequences obtained from Tas et al. (22) , which also demonstrates the same pattern observed in the Kuraoka sequences as well as those presented in this study (Fig. 2N) . Last, we analyzed somatically mutated rabbit H chain and chicken L chain sequences (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) , which undergo gene conversion predominantly and untemplated point mutation to a lesser extent, and we found increasing LD with decreasing distance between mutations (Fig. 2O, 2P) .
It is known that AID preferentially targets specific motifs for hypermutation; thus, we analyzed whether the observed increase in linkage was due to linked activity at nearby AID hotspots. We compared mutations at the canonical AID hotspot WRC/GYW to determine if there is an associated increase in linkage at mutations in close proximity. We analyzed the data sets from Tas et al. (22), Kuraoka et al. (23) , as well as mutated rabbit and chicken sequences (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . We found that there were few WRC/GYW pairs that were mutated across data sets and that there was no consistent pattern to linkage between mutations at WRC/GYW sites (data not presented). An in-depth analysis of somatically mutated IgHV 1-72 sequences from splenic germinal centers from CB6F1/J mice following immunization with NPCGG (day 12 postinfection) considered the recently reported hotspots (CRCY/RGYG and ATCT/AGAT) in addition to the canonical (WRC/GYW) revealed an increase in linkage equilibrium among mutations ,100 bp consistent with data presented in Fig. 2E-M . However, the linkage between these sites represented a small fraction of the overall observed LD at distances ,100 bp, suggesting a minor contribution of linked AID deamination to observed LD between mutations at these sites (data not presented).
Although AID activity may be responsible for some of the observed LD that we observe across our data and others', we find the bulk of the LD occurs outside of regions that are AID hotspots, suggesting that the paradigm of multiple AID-induced point mutations is not responsible for our LD observations. Although these data are not consistent with an AID-mediated pattern, they are consistent with gene conversion-like templated mutagenesis, as multiple mutations may be carried over together by the same templated event, as evidenced from our analysis of somatically mutated rabbit and chicken sequences.
Templated donor tracts primarily originate from 59 upstream V gene segments but can also originate from the trans allele
In Fig. 1 we showed that IgHV 1-72 rearrangements exhibit tracts from IgHV 1-55 and IgHV 1-53 gene segments. Interestingly, VDJ rearrangement of the IgHV 1-72 gene segment results in cis-deletion of the IgHV 1-55 and IgHV 1-53. Hence, we hypothesized that the only available template for these genes would be located on the trans allele. To test the contribution of the trans allele, we used a first filial generation BALB/cJ 3 C57BL/6J cross (CB6F1/J) for our studies. These mice express two different IgHV loci that express strain-specific alleles enabling identification of donor tracts from either allele into the expressed V H gene.
To quickly identify tracts between IgHV genes from either the BALB/c or BL/6 locus, we developed a computational script, PolyMotifFinder, that allows us to find small tracts of two or more mutations within 8 bp donated from a set of reference sequences (Table I, Supplemental Fig. 1 ). We chose this strategy for PolyMotifFinder, as we observed many mutations in close proximity that exhibited significant LD, suggesting that these mutations may be due to a templated tract. We tested the robustness of the script to detect gene conversion tracts on the rabbit Ig sequences of Sehgal et al. (29) and found that this script detects .96% of mutations reported as gene conversion mutations (data not presented). PolyMotifFinder is supplemented with another script, RandomCheck (Supplemental Fig. 2) , that is made to simulate the bp substitution pattern of somatic hypermutation. Within each analysis, PolyMotifFinder generates a "gene conversion-coverage" value for each sequence. That value is stored, and RandomCheck assigns new mutations at the same position based on the profile of somatic hypermutation, followed by another gene conversion-coverage value calculation. The RandomCheck process is iterated either 100 or 1000 times to build a population, against which the initial gene conversion coverage is compared, generating a Z score. The population of Z scores can then be combined into a single analysis using Stouffer Z method.
We immunized five CB6F1/J mice with NPCGG as above, sorted, and sequenced splenic germinal center B cells. The NP response differs in BALB/c and BL/6 mice, with different H chains encoding the Ag-specific response, termed the NP a and NP b response, and uses H chains IgHV 14-3 and IgHV 1-72, respectively (30) . To determine whether tracts could originate from either cis or trans alleles, we analyzed IgHV 1-72 (NP b ) and IgHV 14-3 (NP a ) sequences (Fig. 3A) . In each of these sequence sets, we observed increasing LD at decreasing genomic distance between mutations as before (Fig. 3B, 3C ). Sequences were then analyzed with PolyMotifFinder and RandomCheck using the bp substitution profiles generated from Maul et al. (12) (Fig. 3D) . Each set of sequences was compared with the germline IgHV gene segments in its entirety, the BALB/c-specific IgHVs, the BL/6 IgHVs, 8-mer motifs specific to only the BALB/c or BL/6 IgHV repertoire, as well as the set of 8-mers not represented in any IgHV (negative control). All germline IgHV sequences were obtained via IMGT (9) . In both IgHV 1-72 and IgHV 14-3, all groups were significant against the negative control. We also find an average Stouffer Z value of ∼5 in both sets when the sequences are compared with the entire IgHV repertoire, which suggests that templated mutagenesis is occurring over the background of modeled somatic hypermutation (Fig. 3E, 3F ). Both the BL/6-and BALB/c-specific motifs had Stouffer Z scores around zero, suggesting that there was no significant matching to either of these sequence sets over what is predicted by somatic hypermutation. Conversely, both the BL/6 and BALB/c IgHV sets produced average Stouffer Z scores comparable to that of the entire IgHV repertoire, suggesting that templated mutagenesis is using motifs shared between the BL/6 and BALB/c IgHV gene segments but did not resolve whether mutations were occurring in cis or in trans. Because F1 mice possess a single copy of the BL/6 IgH locustemplated mutation that occurs in cis is predicted to be directional, as IgHV genes lost during VDJ recombination are not preserved on the opposite locus. Therefore, for any given IgHV rearrangement, we could analyze the donors located 59 as occurring in cis and any matching to downstream donors are inferred to occur in trans, with homologous motifs located on the BALB/c IgH locus. Although this analysis is possible with the BL/6 IgH locus, as the locus map is known, it was not possible to do this analysis on the BALB/c locus, as there remains some ambiguity on its organization (31) . As such, we limited our analysis to the BL/6 locus alone. We performed deep sequencing of the Ab repertoire present in the germinal centers of F1 mice immunized with NPCGG. For each mouse, each BL/6 IgHV gene is shown in the order in which the locus is organized. Across mice, 59 donors are preferentially used (Fig. 3G) (p ,  0.0001) . However, analysis of the 39 donors reveals that there is significant enrichment of 39 donor matching as compared with the somatic hypermutation null, suggesting that templated mutation can also occur in trans albeit with a much lower frequency (Fig. 3H) . Interestingly, we observed that IgHV genes located toward the 59 end of the IgH locus displayed a consistent enrichment of 39 matching, suggesting the lack of available templates forces templated mutation to occur in trans, as observed in IgHV 1-72 sequences earlier.
Templated mutation occurs in human plasmablasts
We next sought to investigate if somatic hypermutation in human B cells also occurred because of templated mutagenesis, as we have observed in mice. To do so, we analyzed circulating plasmablasts isolated from the blood of a healthy human donor. Sequences from these cells were generated using ultra-high-throughput single-cell sequencing as described in DeKosky et al. (32) . As shown in other sequence sets, LD increases at mutation distances ,100 bp (Fig. 4A) . To determine whether this observation was due to templated mutagenesis, we analyzed each Ab rearrangement in our sample and compared whether there was significant matching to germline human IgHV gene segments, as defined by IMGT (9), or to other 8-mers not present in the germline IgHV gene segments, using the human somatic hypermutation bp substitution profiles derived from Longo et al. (11) (Fig. 4B) . There is significant matching to the IgHV germline across all IgHVs sequenced (Stouffer Z trend: 4.33, p , 0.0001) as compared with matching motifs not present in the IgHV germline gene segments (Stouffer Z trend: 235.62, p = 1) (Fig. 4C) Table depicts the reagents, programs, and strains of mice used for the studies presented. Contact for reagent and resource sharing: further information and requests for reagents should be directed to the corresponding author, Joshy Jacob (jjacob3@emory.edu).
The Journal of Immunology (12) . The table was then transformed from percentage of total observed mutations, as reported, to the percentage of observed mutations with a given germline nucleotide, such that each row tallies to 100% and indicates the probability of a given base to mutate into another. (E) Shown are Stouffer Z values for PolyMotifFinder and RandomCheck comparisons of somatically mutated IgHV 1-72 sequences obtained from day 12 germinal centers to different reference sequence sets. All IgHV in the set of all IgHV sequences regardless of strain. BL6 and BALBc refer to IgHV sequences that are specific to each strain, respectively. BL6-specific and BALBc-specific refer to 8-mer motifs that are only present in either BL6 or BALBc mice, respectively. Negative control (Figure legend continues) respectively) ( Fig. 4D-F) . Last, we hypothesized that templated mutagenesis would occur primarily using 59 donors, as demonstrated in mice. Analysis via PolyMotifFinder and RandomCheck demonstrated statistically significant matching to upstream 59 donors in human plasmablasts as compared with those downstream (Stouffer Z trend: 4.04 and 1.84, respectively, p , 0.05) (Fig. 4G) . Together, these results suggest a similar pattern of somatic hypermutation, consistent with templated mutagenesis, in diversification of Ag-activated human B cells.
Templated mutations occur in non-Ig genes inserted into the IgH locus
It has been shown that transgenes inserted into the murine Ig loci, as well as insertion of LAIR gene into the human Ig loci, undergo somatic mutation (33, 34) . Thus, we next sought to examine the patterns of mutation of non-Ig genes that undergo somatic hypermutation at the IgH locus in mice and humans. To do this, we compared the somatically mutated LAIR1 insert of the V-LAIR1-DJ Abs reported in Tan et al. (33) (Fig. 5A ) against the human IgHV repertoire using PolyMotifFinder and RandomCheck scripts. We also used the transgenes human b-globin and Escherichia coli gpt placed at the passenger IgH allele of mice, where they are not subject to selective pressure, against the murine IgHV repertoire (35) (Fig. 5B) . As before, we also compared these sequences to 8-mers not present in the respective IgHV repertoires (negative control). In humans, somatically mutated LAIR1 preferentially matches the IgHV repertoire as compared with the negative control (p = 0.004) (Fig. 5D) . With regards to mice, Alt (33) . Somatic mutations are depicted as red bars along the length of the sequence. Only the somatically mutated LAIR1 segments were used in subsequent analyses. (B) Schematic depicting the passenger allele transgene system as described in Yeap et al. (35) . Leader sequences (L) were intact at the productive allele (Pro) but were mutated at the passenger allele (Pas) to terminate translation. Only unselected, somatically mutated gpt or b-globin sequences were used in subsequent analyses. (C) Schematic depicting the strategy for enriching motifs used in (D)-(F). Somatically mutated IgHV genes were matched through PolyMotifFinder to IgHV references for each species. In mice, somatically mutated IgHV 1-72 sequences from CB6F1/J mice were used. In humans, somatic mutations from all IgHVs were used. Motifs produced from two or more mutations within 8 bp that matched the IgHV reference were used as a reference for somatically mutated non-Ig sequences to be matched to via PolyMotifFinder/ RandomCheck. (D-F) Non-Ig sequence sets were compared via PolyMotifFinder/RandomCheck to either the IgHV repertoire (IgHV all motifs) or to an enriched set of motifs from the IgHV repertoire that were found to be donors of somatically mutated IgHV genes (red). In both analyses, each sequence set is compared with the corresponding number of motifs not in the IgHV set or the enriched set, respectively (blue). Stouffer (Figure legend continues) and colleagues (35) published an elegant paper wherein they described how they generated genetically engineered mice that carried passenger transgenes b-globin and gpt introduced into the Ig loci. These transgenes cannot undergo selection, as they were engineered to be transcribed but not translated. Interestingly, the passenger transgenes b-globin and gpt displayed the same pattern as LAIR1 and are statistically significant in matching motifs present in the murine IgHV repertoire (p = 0.018 and p = 0.015, respectively) ( Fig. 5D-F) . For LAIR1, b-globin, and gpt, the negative control was NS (p = 0.972, p = 0.995, p = 0.998, respectively). This suggests that patterns of mutations in these three datasets (one human and two murine) are consistent with the templated mutagenesis from the IgHV gene segments, as the pattern of somatic hypermutation statistically results in motifs matching those in the IgHV repertoire.
To demonstrate that this effect is directly because of templated mutagenesis acting on both IgHV and these non-Ig sequences, we conducted a second analysis in which we first analyze somatically mutated IgHV sequences and extract those motifs with two or more mutations that match an 8-mer in the IgHV repertoire. These matched motifs are then used as the reference against which somatically mutated non-Ig sequences are compared (Fig. 5C ). We reasoned that the templates (motfis) used for templated mutagenesis of the IgHV gene segments would be the same as those used for the non-Ig sequences if templated mutagenesis were occurring. Thus, we hypothesized that we would observe a stronger effect when analyzing the somatically mutated non-Ig sequences against these enriched motifs because we only selected the motifs used during templated mutagenesis and excluded those that were not. As hypothesized, Stouffer Z trend generated from the enriched pool rises for each sequence set when compared against the IgHV references (p = 0.023) (Fig. 5D-F) . Further analysis has also shown that the enrichment effect on Stouffer Z trend is not limited to enriching for motifs from somatically mutated IgHV genes in comparison with mutated non-Ig sequences but also occurs if the enrichment occurs from somatically mutated non-Ig genes and mutated IgHVs are compared with that enriched pool (Supplemental Fig. 3 ). These results demonstrate that the pattern of templated mutation is consistent between somatically mutated IgHV genes and exogenous genes inserted into the IgH locus and that such effect is not because of the intrinsic activity of canonical somatic hypermutation.
Last, we sought to quantify the contribution of templated mutagenesis to somatic hypermutation. To do so we conducted a conservative and limited-in-scope analysis that did the following: 1) considered mutations within 8 bp of at least one other mutation, 2) only considered one instance of a given pair of mutations (to eliminate double counting within a dataset), and 3) did not factor clonality so as to remove any bias from clonal dynamics. This approach allows us to determine the likelihood that a given set of mutations in close proximity has a template in the IgHV segment repertoire. We analyzed human and murine sequence sets from Tas et al. (22) , human plasmablasts, the LAIR1 gene segments (33, 34) , as well as the passenger transgenes (b-globin and gpt) from Yeap et al. (35) . We find that ∼50-65% of unique mutations fulfill two conditions: 1) proximity to at least one other mutation within 8 bp, and 2) there exists a template for those mutations in the IgHV germline gene segments (Fig. 5I) . Strikingly, this effect extends into the somatically mutated non-Ig sequences, LAIR1, gpt, and b-globin, despite the lack of overt homology between these genes and the IgHV repertoire. Extrapolation of this data suggests that three out of every five mutations at the IgH locus are consistent with templated mutagenesis, whether the gene being mutated is an Ab gene segment or a non-Ig gene. This is especially significant for the passenger transgenes b-globin and gpt, which are not subjected to selection and display the full spectrum of mutations as they occur. Together, these data suggest that templated mutation contributes heavily to mutation clusters, specifically those that are within 8 bp of one another.
Discussion
In the current study we provide evidence of templated mutagenesis occurring during Ag-driven somatic diversification of human and murine B cells. We find that this is an intrinsic property of somatic hypermutation, at least as it occurs at the IgH locus in both species, as the non-Ig sequences examined are enriched for motifs that are exceedingly unlikely to have occurred by the effects of canonical somatic hypermutation. We suspect but cannot confirm within the scope of the current study, that the mechanism of templated mutagenesis is gene conversion. The repeated occurrence of IgHV repertoire motifs within somatically mutated sequences is akin to that seen in other species, such as the chicken, which relies heavily on acquisition of pseudogene motifs into the productive Ab rearrangement (36) . However, unlike chickens, the pattern of templated mutagenesis in mice and humans is largely based on IgHV microhomology, as small fragments around pairs of somatic mutations disproportionately match germline IgHV motifs. This contrasts with typical reports of gene conversion in the literature, which rely on large alignments of potential donors and recipient sequences to demonstrate that the mutations are templated. Further, reports of gene conversion in the literature rely on demonstrating an arbitrary number of mutations matching to a pseudogene sequence to establish a given gene conversion tract.
In this work, we address these two limitations by applying a microhomology and statistical approach to identifying potential gene conversion tracts that query whether it was possible to use fragments of IgHV genes to reconstruct highly mutated Ab sequences. This process was further extended in our script, which identifies if "neomotifs" (those generated after introduction of somatic mutations) are actually represented in the genetic repertoire of the IgHV loci and does so without regard to large alignments or total number of templated mutations in a tract. This has allowed us to identify potential gene conversion tracts that would have otherwise been excluded in a conventional analysis. Interestingly, gene conversion has been previously suggested to occur in both mice (37) (38) (39) (40) and humans (41, 42) but has generally been regarded as an infrequent event or even thought to not occur at all (43) .
In this study, we argue in favor of the alternative, in which gene conversion or a mechanism akin to it is a frequent contributor of somatic mutations along the length of the IgHV gene. This is most evident by the ability of neomotifs present in nonselected, passenger transgenes gpt and b-globin (35) to do the following: 1) match murine IgHV reference sequences and 2) for those motifs that do match the IgHV repertoire, produce significant results for somatically mutated IgHV genes (Supplemental Fig. 3 ). This demonstrates that the process of templated mutagenesis is a significant contributor to somatic hypermutation or else such an effect would not occur. Indeed, our conservative estimates of the contribution of templated mutagenesis to somatic hypermutation suggest that between 50 and 65% of unique mutations occur under the following conditions: 1) in close proximity to another mutation and 2) have a putative donor sequence in the IgHV germline repertoire that explains both or more mutations in that cluster. That this frequency is observed even within the non-Ig passenger transgenes in Yeap et al. (35) is striking because, despite a lack of overt homology with the IgHV repertoire and absence of selective pressure (Fig. 5B) , they, remarkably, have clusters of mutations that match templates in the IgHV repertoire. Coupled with the finding that templates used for diversifying the IgHV genes also serve as templates for diversifying these non-Ig genes, these findings strongly support the notion of a templated mechanism for the production of local microclusters (#8 bp) of mutations.
Direct additional evidence for this templated pattern of mutation, although rare, can be found in published literature. To illustrate, in the classic Nature paper, Weiss and colleagues (18) microdissected individual germinal center B cells, sequenced them, and demonstrated that somatic mutants are generated intraclonally within germinal centers. In Figure 2 of this paper, sequences GC24.I6 and GC24.I12 both contain a replacement G→A substitution at codon 9 and a silent G→A substitution at codon 10. This pair of substation mutations are seen in the IgHV 1-53 tracts presented in our manuscript. Examples of this tract in our manuscript can be seen across multiple clones in both IgM plasma cells and in single-cell-sequenced germinal center B cells from the Victora Laboratory (22) , depicted in Fig. 1C, 1D , respectively. The IgHV 1-55 tract appears less frequently in the literature, but we have observed it in Jacob and Kelsoe (44), Figure 6 . Sequence B17-2 possesses the 3-nt replacement GCA→ AAC in codon 34-35 that we observe in the IgM plasma cells sequences ( Fig. 1C; current manuscript) .
Why do such tracts seem rare in the literature? When Jacob et al. (18) conducted these studies in 1991, there was a primary concern for PCR cross-over artifacts. At the time, sequencing of small numbers of germinal center B cells was best done by successful manual dissection and there was no obvious control for successful isolation of a single cell. Thus, when these studies were done, "PCR hybrids" that were found were eliminated from any further analysis. Interestingly, the occurrence of PCR hybrid generation was investigated by Jacob et al. (19) , Figure 8 . They found a steady increase in the formation of PCR hybrid products as the germinal center reaction progressed. At the time of the study, this effect was attributed to either DNA nicking or apoptotic DNA fragmentation, neither of which could be a possible explanation for our observations in the current manuscript because the IgM plasma cells are characterized as follows: 1) they are successful emigrants from the germinal center reaction and are expected to have repaired any existing DNA lesions, 2) the IgM plasma cells were not undergoing apoptotic processes as sorted cells were stained with a live/dead stain (Annexin V) and were gated on live cells during sorting, and 3) our sequence data were generated from cDNA libraries and reflect the mRNA transcripts present in the IgM plasma cell population, thus excluding DNA damage as a potential explanation. These findings, however, are consistent with templated mutagenesis and the observations presented in this study.
One of the primary arguments against the occurrence of gene conversion during murine somatic mutagenesis was a series of studies by Bross et al. (45) . These studies sought to elucidate the role of homologous recombination (gene conversion) during somatic hypermutation by analyzing mice deficient in RAD54. The primary function of RAD54 is to facilitate homologous recombination through branch migration (46) . They found that the frequency and pattern of somatic hypermutation was unaltered despite the absence of RAD54 and concluded that there was no contribution of RAD54 to somatic hypermutation. In contrast, another study published around the same time by D'Avirro et al. (47) demonstrated a gene conversion-like phenomenon in IgH knock-in mice that were RAD54 2/2 . They concluded that the gene conversion-like phenomenon was independent of RAD54, suggesting that templated mutagenesis could still readily occur in the absence of RAD54. This is further supported by studies in Saccharomyces cerevisiae that demonstrate that disruption of the RAD54 gene produces a mild but not critical defect in matingtype switch, a process entirely dependent on gene conversion (48) . Based on the results from these studies, it remains plausible that gene conversion-like events occur and can do so independently of RAD54.
The current paradigm of somatic hypermutation is the Neuberger model (49) , which describes the many processing events that occur downstream of AID-mediated deamination of cytosine. Whereas the Neuberger model accounts for many observations made regarding somatic hypermutation, the data presented in this study are not adequately explained under this paradigm. Foremost, we observe a replicable increase in LD of somatic mutations as the distance between those mutations decreases. Second, we find that these pairs of somatic mutations in close proximity, with the highest linkage, disproportionately match the IgHV repertoire, regardless of whether the mutated sequence is an IgHV gene segment or a non-Ig gene. Together, both lines of evidence suggest that templated mutation is an actively occurring process during somatic hypermutation. Such a mechanism carries significant implications for the generation of diversity during the humoral immune response and further work should be aimed at elucidating the functional impact such a mechanism has on Ab-affinity maturation.
